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I will talk about ...
●
●
●
●
●

BFQ is moving
○
○

from being enabled on most mainstream systems
to becoming the default I/O scheduler on some of these systems

○

Although providing up to 10X throughput boost in server scenarios

○

Combined together, they have the same goal as BFQ

○

With a thorough comparison between BFQ and these controllers

Yet it is having troubles being adopted in enterprise settings

On the opposite end, two new I/O controllers proposed by Facebook for enterprise
No documentation available on when one should use BFQ and when these
controllers
We address this last issue in this presentation

New systems using BFQ as default I/O scheduler
●

Chrome OS, in Chromebooks running chromeos-4.19 kernels
https://www.phoronix.com/scan.php?page=news_item&px=Chromebooks-BFQ-Default-IO

●

Fedora, from F31

https://www.phoronix.com/scan.php?page=news_item&px=Fedora-Switching-To-BFQ

●

OpenSUSE, testing in progress

https://bugzilla.suse.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1134353

●

Ubuntu, testing in progress (private thread)

Up to 10X throughput for multi-client workloads
●

In multi-client applications
○

i.e., when multiple clients, groups, containers, virtual machines or any other kind of
entities compete for a shared medium

BFQ reached from 5X to 10X higher throughput than any other public solution for
guaranteeing bandwidth to each entity:
https://www.linaro.org/blog/io-bandwidth-management-for-production-quality-services/

●

After that, new Facebook controllers arrived this year
● We’ll focus on them in a moment

So, great success with server and clouds?
●
●
●
●
●

Disappointingly, no
Some small-to-medium companies did adopt BFQ to control I/O in their
multi-client workloads
But main IT players did not do it yet
Why?
For two opposite reasons
○

“We don’t see the problem”
■
■

○

Some small-to-medium companies
Google in case of fast storage

“We have already solved the problem”
■
■

Facebook
Google with slower storage

No need to control I/O
●

Sensible in case the speed demand is lower than the throughput offer
○

●

Somewhat self-contradictory otherwise
○
○

●

No I/O control actually needed
Company usually rush to buy faster storage when they can
To get usually less than the 10X boost that their current hardware could already give
with BFQ

Hard to evaluate the situation, as no company shared their workloads

Closed and open solutions to control I/O
●

Companies that have their solutions for controlling I/O, follow two different policies
○

Private, proprietary solutions
■

○

●
●
●

Public, open-source solutions
■ E.g., Facebook

Rather hard to deal with private, non benchmarkable solutions
In contrast, public solutions can be benchmarked!
As already pointed out, we have benchmarked existing public solutions
○

●

E.g., Google

BFQ provides 5X to 10X throughput boost compared with these solutions

But Facebook did present, and had mainlined, two new solutions this year

Facebook I/O controllers
●
●
●

●

●

Two new I/O controllers from Facebook, for cgroups-v2
○
○

io.latency To guarantee (bounded) I/O latency
io.cost
To guarantee I/O bandwidth

○
○

BFQ enforces the proportional-share I/O policy, as well as I/O priorities
With proportional-share and priorities, bandwidth and latency get guaranteed

Each controller enforces an I/O policy, with the same name as the controller
Combined together, they provide the same service guarantees as BFQ
No indication provided on when to use these controllers instead of BFQ
So, an analysis proves useful to
○
○

Both discover how good/bad BFQ is, compared with this new solutions
And help people make informed decisions on what solution to use

Comparison in terms of interface
●
●
●
●

The io.latency controller has a very clear interface
○

Just set the desired target latency for each process group

○

Each group is assigned a weight, and provided with a bandwidth proportional to its
weight

In contrast, with BFQ, one has to set weights or priorities so that the desired
latency gets reached
The io.cost controller has the same interface as BFQ
But io.cost also provides for extra QoS parameters
○
○
○

●

Uses a cost model, deﬁning the cost of each type of I/O
May be fed with target latencies to ﬁne-tune I/O control
Different conﬁgurations are needed for different drives

Unfortunately, in our experiments, no conﬁguration that made io.cost work well
was found, in spite of the author’s help:
https://lkml.org/lkml/2019/8/22/233

Comparison in terms of performance
●
●

●
●
●

We compared BFQ with
○
○

io.latency, in terms of guaranteed latency
io.cost, in terms of guaranteed bandwidth and total throughput reached

○
○
○
○

INTEL SATA SSDSC2BB240G7, on an ARM server running Linux 5.2
SAMSUNG NVMe SSD 970 PRO, on a Thinkpad X1 running Linux 5.3
PLEXTOR SATA PX-256M5S SSD, on a Thinkpad W520, running Linux 5.3
HITACHI HTS72755 HDD, on a Thinkpad W520, running Linux 5.3

○
○

ext4
btrfs

○
○

Latency benchmarks: workloads that make it most difﬁcult to preserve control
Bandwidth benchmarks: workloads covering all main I/O-type combinations

On various drives and systems:

With workloads made of ﬁlesystem I/O, on

With latency benchmarks repeated with both buffered and direct I/O
And workloads chosen as follows

Workload generators: target and interferers
●

Workloads generated by two types of generators
○

One target process
■
■

○

Used as a probe
To measure the latency or the bandwidth that may be experienced by a generic process

A set of of interferers
■

Processes whose goal is to generate I/O that interferes with that of the target

I/O-control conﬁgurations
Abbreviation

Description

none-none

No I/O policy enforced and NONE as I/O scheduler. To get reference latencies
and reference total throughputs with no control.

lat-none

io.latency as I/O policy; and NONE as I/O scheduler, so that io.latency has
maximum control. Target latency set to 10 us, to get minimum latency.

cost-none

io.cost as I/O policy; and NONE as I/O scheduler, so that io.cost has maximum
control. For each drive, Qos configured as suggested. All weights equal.

none-bfq

No I/O policy enforced, and BFQ as I/O scheduler. Real-time I/O-priority class for
target process, to get minimum latency.

prop-bfq

Proportional-share I/O policy enforced by BFQ. All weights equal.

Results
●

For brevity, we will see plots for only
○ The last three drives
■

○
○

Only the last two drives for io.cost, because of the issues discussed after the plots

ext4
Buffered I/O

●
●

Then we will report what changes with btrfs and direct I/O
Plots for all cases available on demand

●

Let’s start with latency results
○

Lower is better

Latency results: SAMSUNG NVMe SSD

Latency results: PLEXTOR SATA SSD

Latency results: HITACHI HDD

Latency results: btrfs and direct I/O
●
●

●

With btrfs, lat-none suffers from the same issues as with ext4
○

Although it does suffer from less loss of I/O control

○
○

reaching the same performance as prop-bfq on non-rotational storage
but still a 12 time higher latency on the HDD

With direct I/O, lat-none recovers control only with direct reads

Let’s move to bandwidth results
○

Higher is better

Bandwidth results: PLEXTOR SSD 1/2

Bandwidth results: PLEXTOR SSD 2/2

Bandwidth results: HITACHI HDD 1/2

Bandwidth results: HITACHI HDD 2/2

Bandwidth results: throughput and loss of control
●

The only cases where cost-none reaches a higher throughput than prop-bfq are
those where cost-none loses control on I/O
○
○
○

Either it chokes the target’s I/O
Or it chokes the interferers’ I/O
In both cases, the unjustly privileged I/O happens to reach a higher throughput than
the choked I/O

Bandwidth results: NVMe SSD and btrfs
●
●
●

With faster NVMe drives, as well as with btrfs, we obtained rather mixed results
This may be due to the issues of io.cost that emerged with the results in the
previous plots
Issues not acknowledged by the author(s) of io.cost
○

●

The main author hints at possible, unspeciﬁed problems in our test systems
https://lkml.org/lkml/2019/8/22/233

We prefer to wait for these issues to be possibly solved before analyzing these
additional cases in depth

Conclusion
●
●

According to this new comparison, BFQ keeps being better or much better than
alternative solutions for controlling I/O
Obstacles to enterprise penetration seem
○

Conservative attitude
■

○
○
○

●

Well motivated

Sub-optimal solutions now become common practices
Private solutions cannot be evaluated (they might be perfect)
They simply don’t believe me! 😀

Any feedback welcome
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